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¿nd Africa-speci¿c solutions, such as 
developing low-cost solutions to our 
health problems ... In doing so, we 
solve local problems not generally 
addressed by other global research 
universities.









Af r ic An  r es e Ar c h  Un iv e r s it ie s  Al l iAn c e  (Ar UA)

ARUA, a partnership of research universities in Africa, was launched 
in early 2015 as a response to the growing challenges faced by African 
universities. The alliance will form a hub that supports centres of 
excellence in many other universities across the continent. The focus is 
on building indigenous research excellence to enable the continent to 
take control of its future and assert itself as a powerful global force.

• Ghana •�South�Africa

Ar UA u�����������



WOr l DWiDe  Un iv e r s it ies  n e t WOr K (WUn ) 



Curtin University
Grif¿th�University
Monash University
Murdoch University
The University of Melbourne
The University of Newcastle
The University of Sydney
The University of Western Australia
The University of Wollongong

Makerere University
University of Cape Town
University of Ghana 
University of Ibadan
University of Malawi 
University of Mauritius
University of Nairobi
University of Pretoria
University�of�Zambia
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Af r ic A
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Our vision
UCT aspires to become a premier academic meeting point between 
South Africa, the rest of Africa and the world. Taking advantage of 
expanding global networks and our distinct vantage point in Africa, we are 
committed, through innovative research and scholarship, to grapple with 
the key issues of our natural and social worlds. We are committed both to 
protecting and encouraging ‘curiosity driven research’ and research that 
has a real impact on our communities and environment.
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•�Clinical,�pre-clinical�and� 
health (48) 1�� �� A����a

50
t OP

•�Arts and humanities  
(80) 1�� �� A����a

•�Life sciences (68) 1�� �� A����a

•�Social sciences (52) 1��  
�� A����a

100
t OP

50
t OP

•�Education (32)

•�Geography (34)

•�Law (40)



 t Ot Al  Ac c r eDit eD PUBl ic At iOn s

2011 2012 2013

2 516 2 640 2 873

����a������

The National Research 
Foundation allocates 
ratings based on a 
researcher’s recent 

research outputs and 
impact, as perceived  by 

international  
peer reviewers. 

Nationally, UCT has more 
NRF-rated�researchers�
(15 percent) than any 

other university in  
South Africa

����a������

A-rated� 
researchers are 

international leaders in 
their�¿eld.

A third of the country’s 
A-rated�researchers�

are at UCT.

Ds t /n r f   
s Ar c �i c �a���

Department of Science 
and Technology/National 

Research Foundation 
South African Research 
Chairs are designed to 
strengthen the ability of 

the country’s universities 
to�produce�high-quality�

research, innovation     
and students.

Over�a�¿fth�of�the�country’s�
SARChI Chairs are held    

at UCT

Uc t
33%

Research income

1
Bil l iOn  (ZAr )

in external  
research income  

in 2014

UCT received more funding 
in direct grants from the US 
National Institutes of Health 

(NIH) than any other research 
institution outside the US

2014IN
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r 1.23 
(2013: R957 million)

2113 
(2013: 1719 research contracts)

r 1.18 
(2013: R978 million)

r 684 

(2013: R644 million)

r 496 

(2013: R344 million)

1549.12 
(2012: 1390.89)

41
Invention 

disclosures

88
Patent 

applications

16
Patents 
granted

r es e Ar c h
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An n UAl  Uc t  PAt e n t  POr t f Ol iO s t At is t ic s
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Total�patent�applications�¿led�
– all stages

National phase patents granted 
(incl. European validation)

2012 2013 2014

r 997 829

r 1 320 853

r 382 003

r 5 057 415

r 1 742 345

r 6 378 268
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The creation of new knowledge has become a global 
project,�but�one�in�which�the�voice�of�Africa�is�often�
missing. If it is to take control of its own future, Africa 
must generate its own knowledge and, in doing so, 
contribute to global knowledge. 

Taking advantage of its geographical location and 
position as one of the leading universities in Africa, 
UCT can play a vital role in connecting institutions in the 
global north with its extensive networks across Africa, 
to draw international expertise to the continent and to 
ensure that an African voice is present in global debates. 

The�three-way�Global�Partnership�Project,�launched�in�
2014, is one way in which these aims will be realised. The 
project�will�encourage�triangular�relationships�between�

Pa������ �� A����a

POs t g r ADUAt e  s t UDen t s  f r OM t h e 
r e s t Of Af r ic A c Ur r en t l y At Uc t



r ���a��� 
UCT’s research is centred on and grounded in Africa. We are committed to the mission of enabling Africa to solve our 
own,�Africa-speci¿c�problems.�To�achieve�this,�many�of�our�researchers�have�established�extensive�networks�across�
Africa.�Here�are�just�a�few.
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 *(PhD, Computer Science)
Maletsabisa Molapo specialises in the use of 
information and communication technologies 
(ICT) for development. Her PhD research 
explores how the training of community health 
workers and the health education of rural 
communities in Lesotho can be improved 

through a multimedia learning platform that supports the local 
creation, distribution and consumption of digital health content.
* 2014 WOMen  in  s c ien c e AWAr D Win n er  * 

Omb��a O����� Ma�a�d� (K���a) 
(MPhil, Paediatrics and Child Health)

Malande’s research focus is the prevalence 
of�drug-resistant�E.�coli�at�the�Red�Cross�War�
Memorial Children’s Hospital. This is important 
to understand, as bacteria can share information 
and genetic material. Therefore any emergence 
of�these�drug-resistant�bacteria�must�be�
documented and addressed in order to minimise 
the impact across Africa, and in fact globally.

 (Mau����u�) 
(Master’s, Chemical Engineering)

As part of the country’s attempt to reduce the 
global emission of greenhouse gases and slow 
the effects of global warming the Mauritian

a qua���a���� ��ud� 

(Master’s, Medicine)
Genomic research has proved a game changer in 
the health sciences, with huge potential to improve 
global health. It is important that Africa, as the 
continent�with�the�highest�disease�burden,�joins�
the genomic revolution. Nchangwi’s research will 
focus�on�the�practical�problems�faced�in�this�¿eld�
in Africa, in the hope that the results of the study 

will�inform�best�practice�to�ensure�equity,�fairness�and�justice�in�
genomic research.

 (n �����a) *(PhD, Computer Science)
Omowumni�Isa¿ade�is�working�to�create�
‘smart cities’ across the African continent. 
A smart city is based on the idea that 
information and communication technology 
can�improve�citizens’�wellbeing.�Isa¿ade’s�
research uses statistical techniques in 

order to mine crime data. “For example, we were able to 
actually highlight the locations of hotspots where crime is more 
prevalent,”�says�Isa¿ade.�“...�safety�is�a�key�issue,�because�
it’s only when a city is safe that it can actually be smart – my 
research�is�on�the�public-safety�approach�to�the�idea�of�the�
smart city.”

 

(PhD, Information Systems)
Embroiled�in�a�decades long�civil�war �Somalia�
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�� u�ba� A����a 

(PhD, Chemical Engineering)
Informal�trading�is�a�major�source�of�provisioning�
for poor households across Africa and forms a vital 
part of any emerging economy. However, informal 
catering is also a high source of pollution, including 
solid�waste�and�air�pollution�through�wood�¿res.
Niyobuhungiro’s research focuses on Nyanga in 

Cape Town. Her research includes pollution prevention strategies 
and how a cleaner production approach can be applied in the 
informal sector.

b��a�� �a���� ���a�m��� 

(PhD, Human Genetics)

c �a�� l ��d� 
(PhD, Languages and Literature)

The murder trial of paralympian athlete Oscar 
Pistorius captured the attention of the global 
media. PhD student Charl Linde’s research 
examines media representations of the 
Oscar Pistorius trial. “The trial laid bare many 
important issues in South African society, such 

as�patriarchy,�violence,�money,�power,�celebrity,�justice�and�
the�role�of�the�media.�My�PhD�project�comprises�a�collection�of�
essays that broadly focus on these issues, how they intersect, 
and how they were presented by the media,” says Linde. 

 
 *(PhD, Medicine) 

Kwezikazi�Mkentane�has�collaborated�
on a range of research by the Division of 
Dermatology. This includes a study that 
showed evidence of bleeding in the locally 
popular�clean-shaven�haircut�called�the�
chiskop. Her PhD research aims to holistically 

characterise human scalp hair by using geometric, biochemical, 
ultra-structural�and�genetic�approaches.�This�is�crucial�in�
establishing the characteristics of ‘normal’ hair, given the 
increasing use of hair as a testing substrate for drugs, forensics 
and medical purposes. 

* 2014 WOMen  in  s c ien c e AWAr D Win n er  *

s a�d�a Ka����ka
(LLM, Private Law)
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Women are still under-represented in the Àeld of science and technology. The Minister of 

have been recognised for their contribution to scientiÀc research in the past year.











New England Journal of Medicine

Professor Bongani Mayosi, lead investigator of the African-led multi-
country study.

“We are named after the Zulu 
battalions – the Impi – who vanquished 
the great armies of Queen Victoria at 
Isandlwana. By that, we’re saying that 
we are putting together a team that 
will solve this problem by whatever 

”



“I go to many meetings where 
people do global studies,” says 
Mayosi, “and Africa is the black box 
– it is often missing, and yet people 
have the audacity to call those 
studies ‘global’. There is no longer 
an excuse now. IMPI has created 
the railroad – the infrastructure – for 
doing research studies throughout 
the sub-Saharan African regions.



“Come, little one, ¿ght, ¿ght! You can do it. Then I saw the breath leave 
the body.” Fouché asked nurses to draw pictures of their experiences 

ith d th d l t t lk d t th b t it

“Often, in ICU, you don’t have time 
to say goodbye to a baby. A course 
won’t stop the burnout and stress, 
but it may allow nurses the space to 

d t d d i ”



direct or indirect. This Ànding holds very 



Story by Natalie Simon. Images courtesy of Singumbe Muyeba.

Privatised homes like this one in Matero, Lusaka, can actually increase ¿nancial insecurity.

Better housing environments resulted 
in better physical health, higher levels 
of political awareness, and greater 
neighbourhood satisfaction. 



SOUTH AFRICA’S ‘INSIDIOUS EPIDEMIC’



Associate Professor Mark Hatherill, director of the South African 
Tuberculosis Vaccine Initiative (SATVI).

“We are talking about some of the 
most vulnerable people in the most 
rural areas, who are jobless and 
most insecure about their status. 
You have to explain to them that 
there is life after you have accepted 
your health status.”



Brewelskloof Hospital in Worcester, which is at the epicentre of the TB epidemic in South Africa.

“SATVI has led the world in TB 
vaccine research. Its methods are 
now being copied in Kenya, Senegal 
and Uganda.”



The skeleton found at St Helena Bay in 2010 by Andrew Smith.



The Àrst cluster encompasses all those 



For anybody who understands 
isiZulu, the king clearly identi¿ed 
a particular group of people and 
labelled them as unwelcome. This 
has dented South Africa’s image 
on the continent and fuelled anti-
traditionalist sentiment at home.



 Plos One

Papio ursinus



      

    
   

    
    

       
   





“This particular cancer syndrome is 
so aggressive and takes lives so fast, 
and, unlike colon cancer, it hits people 
much younger, from ages two to 15. It 
is extremely rare; but if we knew more 
about it, we could at least arrest it – 
give more years to victims’ lives.”



Above: a hand-written record of the |Xam language from the Bleek and Lloyd Collection. Top: image courtesy of Survival International.



The Gods Must Be Crazy





“... HIV has been changed from a 
certain death sentence to an almost 
normal quality and length of life. 
South Africa now has the largest ART 
programme in the world, with almost 
two million patients on therapy.”



s as much TB in Cape 
Town alone as there is in the USA, 
Canada, France and Germany 
put together. Between 10 and 15 
percent of children in South Africa 
aged between 12 and 18 are newly 
infected with TB every year.      The 
rate of TB infection among   HIV-
negative South Africans has not 
improved in 100 years.



Scenedesmus



OF OSCAR WILDE’S WIFE 

Above: Constance Wilde with her son Cyril.
Right: Oscar Wilde.



Lancet 

Almost 120 years after they died, 
it has now been shown that Oscar 
and Constance died from completely 
unrelated medical conditions. 
Nonetheless their deaths share 
common, and tragic, elements. Not 
only did they both die young, and 
from medical conditions that today 
might be successfully treated, but 
in both cases the more indirect 
causes of their premature demise 
can be related to the prevailing social 
attitudes of the day.



‘PLANTIBODIES’ TO HALT EBOLA



 Nature

“We’ve succeeded in establishing a 
¿rst-world technology in a developing 
country, where many of the 
proponents of the technology claim to 
want to see it used.”



Human Vaccines“Because the main advantages 
vaccine farming has over conventional 
production are the speed of response 
and the extreme scalability of 
production, it should initially be used 
for ‘niche’ products such as emergency 
response vaccines and bioterror 
response vaccines.”



UR@UCT,

Undergraduate students collecting specimens at Wolfgat Nature 
Reserve in Cape Town. 





One of the eleven observation sites on the Makgadikgadi Pan in Botswana. 
The sampling equipment measures wind and dust as well as surface 
conditions and processes.



Somali migrants, Muminom Omar and Ifrah Ahmed, who live and work in the Western Cape.



• �
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Story by Jonathan Crush and Caroline Skinner. Images by Thom 
Pierce. This story �rst appeared on TimesLIVE.

Below: Thomas Mhlunga from Mozambique runs a tailoring business 
in Gauteng.



WHAT IS HAPPENING TO POVERTY, 

Above: image courtesy of Niko Knigge. Top: image courtesy of Wikimedia commons.



There is nothing else like NIDS in the 
country – or indeed in most countries. 
There are only a handful of similar 
household income and expenditure 
surveys in the world that track the 
same people on a regular basis.



Hayi

H i

Young men are among the poorest 
of the poor. They are not eligible for 
grants and are unlikely to get a job. 
They are the most disaffected and 
volatile group. In the urban areas, 
this is more apparent. 



Grandfather and subsistence farmer Selby Hambisa, 79, sits with his wife Nolayani Hambisa, 62, in their family communal mud hut in the hills 
near Coffee Bay, South Africa.



Gypaetus barbatus



Gypaetus barbatus

Adult Bearded Vulture feeding.



Nature.





Journal of Forensic 
Sciences  Nature
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Nature Communications



Changyuraptor

Changyuraptor

Changyuraptor

Illustration (facing page) by S Abromowicz. Image by Luis Chiappe.

Sefapanosaurus

Aardonyx

Sefapanosaurus

Changyuraptor fossil with details of plumage.



Innovation, whether reÁected in 





The Lancet



Compiled by Helen Swingler. Images by Michael Hammond.

We thank the participants who feature in this story and for their 
permission to be photographed.



Science

FACULTY HIGHLIGHTS

12 Ds t /n r f  
s Ar c �i c �a���

s t r At eg ic  r es eAr c h  
Pl An  2015 – 2020

348

raised via 

314108

Biodiversity & the Cape Áoristic region

A����d���d 

(Units are assigned to accredited 
research outputs and translate into 

a total monetary value)



n r f  r At in g s
Top-rated�researchers

16 A rated

66 B rated

6 P rated

2 new A ratings 
in 2014 evaluation round:
• Professor �UCT/UWC�SKA�

Research Chair
• Professor , Department 

of Astronomy and astronomer with the South 
African Astronomical Observatory

463
139

23 percent with distinction

72
– a record high

404

External AWAr Ds
Professor �Department�of�Mathe-
matics and Applied Mathematics and DST/NRF 
SARChI Chair in Computational Mechanics – 
named next President of the International Council 
for Science (ICSU).

Associate Professor , 
Department of Biological Sciences and director of 
Ma-Re�Institute�–�¿rst�woman�marine�scientist�to�
win the national Gilchrist Memorial Medal.

Honorary Professor M���a�� f �a�� received the 
prestigious John FW Herschel Medal from the 
Council of the Royal Society of South Africa.

The�2015�Erna�Hamburger�Prize�was�awarded�
to Professor j ��� f a��a�� by the EPFL (Swiss 
Federal Institute of Technology) WISH 
Foundation (Women in Science and Humanities), 
which honours leading researchers in science, 
engineering and architecture worldwide.

Internal AWAr Ds
Associate Professor , Department 
of Environmental and Geographical Science – 
the  for 
her approach to scholarship and pedagogy built 
through�a�decade-long�collaboration�with�Gertrude�
Square and the Valhalla Park United Front Civic 
Organisation.

Dr Department of Physics for



Health Sciences

FACULTY HIGHLIGHTS

48��
s t r At eg ic  r es eAr c h  
Pl An  2015 – 2020

A����d���d 

(Units are assigned to 
accredited research outputs 

and translate into a total 
monetary value)

528

�a����� ��a�da�d�

122 �a��d ����a������                           
 

The�2014-15�Times�Higher�
Education World University 
Rankings places UCT at 48th 
for 
��a��� u�����������

raised via 

879 
(income increased by 
23 percent from 2013) 

r 684
Be n c h MAr Kin g



Internal AWAr Ds
Professor c ���k l u�d (Department of Psychiatry and 
Mental Health) won UCT’s Alan Pifer Award in recognition of 
outstanding�welfare-related�research

Professor (director of Vaccines for Africa and 
acting dean) elected to UCT College of Fellows

Honorary Professor W����am P��k (School of Public Health and 
Family Medicine) awarded President of Convocation Medal (2014)

UCT College of Fellows Young Researcher Award: Dr l ���� 
(Centre for Infectious Disease Epildemiology Research)

External AWAr Ds
14 MRC (Medical Research Council) Strategic Health 
Innovation Partnerships Awards

MRC Flagship Award to Professor (Department of 
Medicine and director of the Desmond Tutu HIV Centre) 

MRC awarded Collaborating Centre for Malaria, a 
Gynaecological Cancer Research Centre, four Collaborating 
Centres for TB and/or HIV/AIDS, and a new MRC unit 

MRC Platinum Medals for lifetime achievement awarded to 
professors  and  (Department of 
Medicine and director of the Desmond Tutu HIV Centre)

Three Silver Medals were awarded by MRC to recent postdoctoral 
researchers�for�scienti¿c�or�capacity-building�contributions

12 researchers received NRF Career Advancement Fellowships 

NRF Lifetime Achievement Award: Professor  
(Hatter Institute of Cardiovascular Research) 

World Lung Health Award: Professor h �a���� Za� (Department 
of Paediatrics)

World Hypertension League Award: Professor B��a� r a���� 

Over 1200 postgraduate students 

514 FHS students received 862 funding 
awards to the value of over 

54 doctoral graduates – the highest 
number yet in one academic year

108 postdoctoral fellows, close to a third 
of UCT’s total

 
ors (Department 

 atric Neurosurgery) in Clinical 
cience;  
ment of Medicine) in Lung Infection 

 munity; s ���a� Ba��� (Department 
 al Laboratory Sciences) in Cancer 

Biotechnology

Professor Aq��� Da���� (SA – 
Swiss Bilateral Research Chair in Global 
Environmental Health, School of Public 
Health and Family Medicine) 

/n r f  s Ar c �i 
���



Humanities

FACULTY HIGHLIGHTS

4 Ds t /n r f  
s Ar c �i
c �a���

f Ac Ul t y  r es eAr c h  
s t r At eg y

5 A rated

27B rated
79

 ����a������

193
A����d���d 

(Units are assigned to 
accredited research outputs 

and translate into a total 
monetary value)



Internal AWAr Ds

Professor Ma�k f �����ma� (Department of 
Drama) was awarded the 2015 Creative Works 
Award for his production, Every Year, Every 
Day, I am Walking

Professor (Department of 
Religious Studies) has won the 2015 UCT Book 
Award for her exploration of the ideas of a 13th 
century�Su¿�mystic,�poet�and�scholar�in�Su¿ 
Narratives of Intimacy

Associate Professor 
(Department of Sociology) received the 
Meritorious Book Award for his telling of Steve 
Biko’s story in Biko: A Biography

28 Postdoctoral fellows

260

External AWAr Ds

Sheila Biddle Ford Foundation Fellowship from 
Harvard University: Associate Professor 

(Department of Psychology)

African bid for the Optimus Study: Associate 
Professor c a������� Wa�d (Department of 
Psychology); Associate Professor  
(Gender, Health and Justice Research Unit); Pa����k 

 (Centre for Justice and Crime Prevention)

Shuttleworth Foundation Flash Grant: Associate 
Professor (Department of Film and 
Media Studies)

NRF Blue Skies award: Associate Professor 
 (Department of History)

Oppenheimer Trust Grant: Associate Professor A��� 
h ��b (School of Music)

NRF Grant to associate professors 
 and r �b�kka s a�dm���� (School of 

Music)

M�d�����a�d ���A���



FACULTY HIGHLIGHTS

r 107
2

888

Ds t /n r f  
s Ar c �i
c �a���36 

����a������

78
A����d���d 

(Units are assigned to 
accredited research 
outputs and translate into 
a total monetary value)



f ��a��� a�d r ��k r ���a��� 
•�Co-hosted�2-day�workshop�on�quantitative�¿nance�

with Prescient Securities

•�Dr and Dr v �ma� 
 were awarded NRF Junior Research 

Fellowships 
•�Won the tender for the 4th wave of the National 

Income Dynamics Survey

•�Conducted studies on problem gambling 
prevalence�and�its�determinants�with�10�000�subjects�
in Denmark, funded by Danish government

•�Designed and studied results of 4 behavioural 
economic interventions in the Western Cape

•�Designed�an�M&E�framework�for�the�Of¿ce�of�
Astronomy for Development – to be published in 
Science

•�Was awarded a tender for a national programme for 
emerging farmers 

À

•�In partnership with MTN, launched the MTN 
Solution Space – it will give MTN unique 
opportunities to engage with the next generation of 
African innovators through the GSB Africa Fellows 
Programme

•�The�¿rst�paper�written�by�researchers�based�in�
Africa to be published in American Management 
Review

a�d P�a����� 
•�2�major�books:�The Oxford Companion to the 

Economics of South Africa by 
 and M��u�� n �ub� 

(eds) and Working with the Grain: Integrating 
Governance and Growth in Development 
Strategies by B��a� l ���

•�Published�7�textbooks�of�which�the�majority�are�
prescribed at most South African universities

•�Launched�an�online�journal,�Accounting 
Perspectives in Southern Africa

•�The�Tax�Section�negotiated�the�co-operation�
agreement with the International Bureau of Fiscal 
Documentation, based in the Netherlands, for 
collaborative research

•�Professors , U���k� r ����� 
and �were�awarded�project�grants�of�



n r f  r At in g s

  1 A rated

FACULTY HIGHLIGHTS

6
Ds t /n r f  s Ar c �i
c �a���
Professor A��aud Ma�a� (Department 
of Mechanical Engineering) appointed 
to a DST/NRF SARChI Chair in 
Industrial Computational Fluid 
Dynamics

89

Engineering & the Built Environment

Professor  (School of 
Architecture, Planning and Geomatics) 
is�leading�a�new�ESRC/DFID-funded� 
R2�million�project�through�the�African�
Centre for Cities called ‘Consuming Urban 
Food’ in collaboration with partners in 
Zambia,�Zimbabwe�and�Kenya�over�the�
period 2015–2017

38%
��

A����d���d 

(Units are assigned to 
accredited research outputs 

and translate into a total 
monetary value)



1300 
Overall postgraduate student co  

14 Doctoral graduates

205 Master’s graduates of w  
112 were research master’s deg

26 Postdoctoral fellows

External AWAr Ds
Professor  (Department of 
Mechanical Engineering) was the winner of the 
British Association Medal [Silver] 2014, awarded by 
the Southern Africa Association for the Advancement 
of Science (S2A3) to a person under the age of 40 
who is actively engaged in research and has, by way 
of international participation and publications, shown 
outstanding capability and achievement 

Professor A��aud Ma�a� (Department of Mechanical 
Engineering) was an NSTF (National Science and 
Technology Forum) award winner in the category 
for contributions to SET for Research Leading to 
Innovation for the work done in Elemental Software 
and�the�establishment�of�a�spin-out�company,�
Elemental Technologies IP Holdings (Pty) Ltd

Dr  (Department of Chemical 
Engineering) received the 2014 ‘Woman in 
Engineering and the Built Environment Excellence’ 
(WiEBE) award in the category ‘Most Promising 
Young�Woman:�Research’,�acknowledging�achieve-
ments of women in academia 

Dr  (Centre for Bioprocess Engineering) 
was awarded the NRF Career Advancement 
fellowship,�a�¿ve-year�award�valued�at�R2�million�for�
a young researcher to establish himself within the 
academic environment

Dr P����� l ����qu� (Department of Chemical 
Engineering) and Dr  (Centre for 
Catalysis Research) were awarded Newton

Internal AWAr Ds
In Chemical Engineering, the algal team from 
the Centre for Bioprocess Engineering Research 
(CeBER) were awarded seed funding through 
the Technology Innovation Agency for the 
development of a novel process for the production 
of the blue pigment, phycocyanin

Professors e��� �a� s ���� and 
(Department of Chemical Engineering) were 



Law

FACULTY HIGHLIGHTS

64
s ig n if ic An t  r es eAr c h
c On t r iBUt iOn s

60

58
85

69
76
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(Units are assigned to 
accredited research 
outputs and translate into 
a total monetary value)



Inaugural

Professor  (Institute 
of Marine and Environmental Law) gave 
a lecture titled “Sitting on the fence as 
it�gets�cut�from�below:�co-managing�
conservation and land reform agendas in 
South Africa’s protected areas” 

Internal AWAr Ds

Professor (Department of Private 
Law) received the Meritorious Book Award from the 
University Book Award Committee in acknowledgment 
of her book Mineral Law: Principles and Policies in 
Perspective, as one of the outstanding books recently 
produced by UCT authors

External AWAr Ds

An award for the 10th most frequently cited 
criminology scholar in 2006 – 2010 across 
international�journals�to�Emeritus�Professor�
s ��a���� (Department of Public Law)

Yorke�Prize�by�the�Cambridge�Law�Faculty�in�
recognition of the exceptional quality of his doctoral 
dissertation awarded to Associate Professor A����a�� 
P���� (Department of Private Law)

Major 
r es eAr c h  g r An t s
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FACULTY HIGHLIGHTS

r es eAr c h  s t r At eg y
f Oc Us  Ar eAs  f Or  2014

7 ����a������

u��������� ��ud���� 

14.5

g r An t s  
2 Worldwide University Network (WUN) grants. In the 
Academic Development Programme (ADP) staff, Associate 
Professor  and Dr 
are the South African members of the “First in the Family 
at�University”�(FIFU)�project,�involving�6�universities�and�5�
countries

Centre for Educational Testing for Access and Placement 
(CETAP)�received�a�¿ve-year�grant�from�Standard�Bank.�A�
portion of this grant is for translating the National Benchmark 
Tests scores into diagnostic information to inform teaching 
and learning at South African higher education institutions  

PUBl ic At iOn s
2 edited books, with editing and authored chapters by 
CHED staff – Risk in academic writing: Postgraduate 
teachers, their students and the making of knowledge 
and Surfacing possibilities: What it means to work with 
¿rst-generation higher education students

Dr A����� A����� (Academic Development 
Programme)�is�the�co-editor�(with�Denise�New¿eld)�
of the book titled Multimodal Approaches to Research 
and Pedagogy: Recognition, Resources, and Access, 
published in 2014 
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